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CARD AND BALL TRICKS 1

Z l**oduction

C
ARD and Bad Tricks are popular with 

all classes of audiences. The fact 

that they are performed with fa

miliar objects is in their favour. Every

body can do ordinary things with Cards 

and Balls; accordingly everybody is in

terested in extraordinary tilings done 

with them.

In this department of Magic, as in 

all others, there are tricks for the 

beginner, tricks for the more advanced 

student, and tricks for the expert per

former. Some of eacli sort are included 

in this booklet. But, speaking generally, 

all the Contents will, if carefully studied, 

be of service to the average Magician.

Almost without exception tricks with 

Cards and Balls benefit, by the accom

paniment of appropriate patter. The 

patter in tiie following pages lias been 

carefully compiled, and lias proved to be 

effectual by actual test. But the reader 

with an inventive mind and a gift for talk 

will doubtless make changes—topical or 

otherwise—here and there. Indeed written 

patter should never be regarded as final, 

but always as a basis for individual work. 

This is the second volume of a series of 

“ patter booklets ” on Magic. The first 

volume, “Effective Modern Tricks witli 

Ratter,” can be obtained from any book- 

| seller or magic dealer at the price of 1/-. 

Other volumes will be published in due 

course at the same price.

Every Magician who wishes to keep 

( up-to-date with his work, should subscribe 

to one or other of the magical journals. 

If he is doubtful which of them to choose, 

he will be well advised to decide on “The 

Magazine of Magic." That magazine, a 

specimen copy of which is presented witli 

i this volume, is easily first as regards ex

planations of new tricks and in other 

important respects.

The Contents of this Booklet are Copyright.
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The “ Encore ” Changing Card

fin examination of the caret wd/ sftooc /had 

tti consists of a. p/arn caret Jtipped Ado a ha/f 

pocket uttucA pocket has fu/C Flaps Hc/dnuf 

the eetifcs, pest show the Cant ru/th f/a/t ft 

Up Thus Ptaf and /he frortti of t&Jt pocket form 

d card of one denommaAon Afoul pass rifAt 

hand down across tfie. face atre/d down- 

f/afi f/y <?tnd fhi Card has chartaed A /hat 

cm. t-f^p /£>' and hack of f/ap ft ffqaia.

Cv/th rt Cf/fhand fofd c/oum. 3 a net ffe change 

/S made ti the card shown cn. hack of 3 and 

Ok ufpor ha/t of p/am card Tken /o prtre Card 

IS Ua faked S/p off Fake !rt/c pa/m. cf rip A/ 

/land uild hand oad oenume Card cai/k /eft 

hand thr dromt/rtaAon ■

Patter

My next is a trick with a playing card, and to do a 

card trick properly one must have a card. Of course, 

you will understand that it is not absolutely necessary 

to have a card, but if you don’t it’s not a card trick and 

there the matter ends. Here is a Court Card. Let me 

show you my right hand—this thing here at the end of 

my arms—quite empty. By simply stroking the face of 

the card in this manner you see it has changed into 

something entirely different. I see you appreciate the 

change so 1 will do it again which is another way of 

saying I repeat it. Now you see it has changed again, 

and you are at perfect liberty to examine it.
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The Printmg'Oul Frame ® Card Trick

Invented by Percy Pellew 

Secret

Unknown to the audience, there are really three 

pieces of glass used, and on examination it will be 

noticed that they differ in size slightly. For the sake 

of convenience we will number the glasses 1, 2, and

Nos. 1 and 2. These are slightly smaller than No. 

3, and when placed in the frame from the back, drop 

right through.

No. 3, being made larger, retains its position when 

placed in the frame.

In addition to the frame, a paper is used. Person

ally the inventor always uses Home Notes, having 

found same a convenient size. Presuming Home Notes 

is used, open same exactly in half, and remove the wire 

clips which keep sheets together. Now tear the top or 

centre sheet carefully in halves. These two half-sheets 

arc needed for the trick, and for convenience we will 

call them loose sheet A and loose sheet B.
A duplicate of the card used in the experiment, 

after having a small corner taken off, is fixed face 

downwards on glass No. 1. To do this, draw the top

and bottom edges of the card vertically across a piece, 

of dry soap, which leaves a very minute portion of soap" 

on the top and bottom edges of the card. If card is 

now pressed face downwards on glass No. 1, it will 

remain fixed until wanted, when with a slight twitch of 

the finger it will immediately come away, leaving no 

trace on the card or glass.

Glass No. 1 in this condition with card on top is 

placed on Home Notes underneath loose sheet B, as 

per sketch.

Before covering glass, however, the frame is placed 

over it for a moment, whilst a pencil mark is made on 

the left hand side of top sheet of Home Notes to denote 

>ater the correct position for frame. The frame is now 

taken away, and loose sheet B placed over glass as 

instructed above.

The paper in this open condition is placed on your 

table slightly to the front of same, and unknown to the 

audience you have the duplicate card and glass under

neath the top sheet B. The frame is placed on your 

paper with two pieces of glass and hinged back. i,f 

course glass No. 3 is placed in first to prevent No. 2 

from dropping through. The other piece of paper is 

rolled into a ball with the small corner which was torn 

from the card, in the centre, This is vested ready to be

exchanged later on in the trick for another similar b: 

made up in front of the audience, and which will I 

explained later.

An ordinary tumbler is also on the table, ready f 

use during the trick.

To Perform

A card is forced, similar to the one you intend pr 

ducing in the frame.

The frame having been shown to be ordinary, ba< 

is removed, and also two pieces of glass. Perform 

now lays frame on the table to the rear of the paper 

see sketch—and explains he is going to replace the par 

of the frame. First he places in the frame No. 2 glas 

which being smaller than the rebate of the frame, goi 

right through on to the table. This is, of cours 

unknown to the audience, the sound being the same : 

if dropped into the frame. No. 3 glass now placed i 

being larger, retains its position whilst back is place 

in and fixed.

Now comes an important move. Taking hold 

frame at corners A and B with fore-finger and thumb 

each hand respectively, performer with a sliding mov 

ment lifts A and B and draws C and D along towarc 

the paper. This has the effect of shooting the piece .

glass No. 2 underneath Hon 

Notes. This is quite a natur 

and easy move, and absolute 

indetectable, as apparently tl 

frame has been merely lifted ar 

shown to audience.

Stress is now laid upon tl 

fact that with the exception of tt 

two pieces of glass, and the bac! 

the frame is otherwise empt 

One half of hinged back may l 

opened and audience invited t 

look through glass as it is impo 

sible for anyone to detect the fa< 

that there is only one piece < 

glass in the frame. Back is one 

again closed.

In this condition the frame 

placed face down on Home Note: 

directly over glass No. 1, which : 

covered with loose sheet B, th 

guide, of course, being the penc 

mark.

Approaching the spectate 

■ who selected the card, performer asks him to mar 

" same. Before he can elo so, however, performer take 

card from him, and explaining the easiest way to do s 

is to tear a corner, suits the action to the word, c 

course, tearing same similar to the duplicate card an 

immediately handing the two pieces back to him. R< 

turning to table performer takes hold of loose sheet 1 

by the right hand, and giving a sharp pull, pulls th 

paper clean away without disturbing either the fram 

or the glass, leaving glass No. 1 with card direct! 

under the frame.

The paper is now taken to the person with the tori 

card, and he is asked to place same (with the corner) ii 

the centre of the paper and to roll the lot into a ball 

While he is so doing there is ample time and cover ti 

get the duplicate ball of paperfrom vest into right hand 

Taking ball of paper from spectator into left hand am 

making the excuse that it is not rolled tightly enough 

hands are brought together presumably to make ii 

smaller. An exchange is made and the ball containini 

the corner only dropped into the tumbler. j<

The tumbler containing roll with torn corner is noil 

replaced on table, to side of Home Notes. Now taking 

hold of the top sheet of paper by the right and left haul 

centre D and E (without disturbing frame) the whol]
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.11 lot is lifted and rested on mouth of the tumbler which 

>^must be smaller than the frame. This forces the glass 

(No. 1 with card attached, well home in the front rebate 

>tof the frame.

Performer now explains to his audience that a card 

Ihas been selected, marked, rolled up in paper, and 

placed in a tumbler covered with a sheet of paper. An 

3>empty frame containing two pieces of glass has been 

placed on top of tumbler to isolate it.

'» After explaining his intentions, the frame is lifted 

sifrom the tumbler with the thumb on top and fingers 

~underneath, and same turned over, to show the card 

tjhas arrived as predicted.

3 Picking up the tumbler with the other hand the 

person who rolled up the paper is asked to take same

eland unroll. He of course finds the corner. The back

4 is then taken from frame, and the two pieces of glass 

rftaken out as one, a slight twist being given to them at 

:{same time. This has the effect of loosening the card

between the two pieces of glass, when spectator may be 

ojasked to draw card from between same, and to compare 

ojwith corner in his hand to see that it fits, 

e

Patter

d

it The little frame 1 introduce to you is no novelty, 

aibcing an ordinary photographer’s printing-out frame. 

Hit, however, has one peculiarity and that is, it has an 

leadditional sheet of glass, thus making two in the frame

id

if

k
The “A.P.” Rising Card Trick

^ The houlette used in the trick has no deception in 

^connection with it, being merely a brass holder of the 

^design shown by our artist and nickel plated. The 

f eurved arms below it enable the houlette to be kept up-

instead of one. Both these glasses and the hinged back 

I offer for your close scrutiny.

Whilst the examination is going on, perhaps I can 

induce you, Sir, to take one card from my pack and 

make a mental image of it on the tablets of your grey 

matter. Thank you 1

Now w'atch me carefully, please. Here goes No. 1 

glass into the frame: here goes No. 2. The hinged 

back placed in position, keeps everything secure, and 

you will kindly notice the glasses have had nothing 

placed between them.

For further security, perhaps you would mark the 

card you selected. Let me do so. This is the best way; 

to tear a piece from it. Kindly place both into this 

sheet of paper, and roll same into a ball. Thanks 1 

You’ve made quite a good job of it. So that it may be 

before you the whole time I perform, I’ll place the little 

parcel in this tumbler.

To return to the frame. This I lodge daintily on 

top of the glass, and you will notice that I don’t touch 

same with my fingers.

Now Sir, which would like me to use—the small 

piece or the mutilated card? The large piece! Very 

well. Pass ! Here you see, we have the card between 

the two sheets of glass, a fact w'hich perhaps you will 

verify, whilst in the paper ball we have the small piece 

only. If the card and the piece are fitted together, I 

know you will be convinced that the original card is 

restored.

Thus prepared, and with houlette and depleted pack on 

table, the experiment is ready to be performed. Three 

cards are freely drawn, returned to pack, and brought 

to the top by means of one or other of the familiar 

shifts. Now, whilst the houlette is being examined, the 

faked stack of cards is palmed and added to the pack.
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iright by being gripped betw een second and third fingers. 

■When the trick is introduced about 12 cards must be 

.discarded, so hat a pack of only 40 cards is used. The 

»hook at end of thread is fixed to right side at the waist, 

ivthe exact place being determined by experiment. The 

nfake is dropped into right trouser pocket, or a side 

j|pocket if w'orking in a dinner jacket or lounge suit.

Jieltdrd Cards
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fingers 'h under arm

The reason for using only 40 cards will now be appre

ciated. The pack and the fake together are dropped 

into houlette, and the latter clipped in fingers. The 

thread by this arrangement runs under the hand and 

arm, and is quite out of sight of audience. To cause 

the cards to rise, the hand has only to be pushed 

slightly forward, this action bringing the thread to a
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tension and forcing the top card of pack upwards. 

Obviously when the spike of fake is in repose, it presses 

into the top card and carries it upwards when thread is 

pulled. Some performers elect to fix the thread to 

body after the fake is in position in houlette, but this 

seems to be a far clumsier expedient than the method 

indicated above.

Patter

My next trick is a card experiment. To do a card 

trick properly one must have a pack of cards; of course 

it’s not absolutely necessary to have cards, hut if you 

don’t have them it’s not a card trick. Perhaps I can 

induce three of the more bold of you each to select a 

card from the pack. Will you Sir, take one? No! 

don’t take two, that’s greedy. Madam, will you oblige 

me by selecting one of these cards from the middle ; 

that’s the middle in the centre. Thank you ! Perhaps 

1 can persuade you also to take a card from the pack, 

Sir, and make quite sure you will know it again when 

you see it. Kindly replace it in the middle of the pack. 

Thank you ! I’ll trouble you Madam to lose your card 

in the pack. Many thanks 1 Now for the last card (not 

the lost chord). Will you kindly replace it in the middle 

of the pack, Sir ? Thanks! The three cards now being 

returned, I’ll ask a lady to shuttle the pack. Will you, 

Madam ? I take it you have shuttled the cards to your 

entire satisfaction ? I shall now place the pack fairly 

into this skeleton houlette, and hold same at arm’s 

length. Now when 1 command, your card Sir will rise 

from the centre of the pack without any human aid. 

Watch ! The Five of Spades (or whatever the card 

was). That I believe was the one you selected. Will 

you remove it yourself, and examine it. (Repeat with 

two remaining cards).

This sleight is a preliminary to ball moves, the 

production of the first ball from empty hands being its 

motive.

Standing with his left side to audience, performer 

exhibits both hands at arm’s length, the left unknown 

to onlookers concealing a ball in the palm. Showing 

his right hand from both sides, it is placed palm on back 

of left, as shown in Fig. 1, the position being almost 

immediately reversed to that shown in Fig. 2. In the 

latter position, the palm of the left hand is placed upon 

back of right so that the right thumb lies partly on back 

of left through the left thumb fork. In this position, 

the right hand palms the ball from the left, the whole 

body simultaneously making a turn to the right. Left 

hand may now be shown from both sides, the back of 

right being kept towards spectators.

The actual production of the ball may be left to 

individual taste.

The “ O K.” Billiard Ball Pass

The Rebounding Billiard Ball Pass

Performer stands left side to audience with a ball 

lying openly on left palm, as shown in first photo. 

Advancing the right hand to a point about 9 in. above 

the left, the ball is tossed upwards and caught by the 

right. With a sharp downward throw the ball is trans- 

ferred to left, a pronounced “ smack ” being caused as 

the ball strikes palm. This move is performed three 

times, the ball at the last throw, however, being pro1 

petted with extra force, so that it rebounds into right 

hand which follows the downward course of the sphere 

The closed left hand is elevated, whilst the right seek! 

the open profonde to dispose of the ball.

The sleight resembles in many respects the familial 

jerk-back palm with a coin.
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The “ Finger-Clutch ” Ball Pass

This pass has a particularly dainty effect, and is 

well worth the little time spent in mastering it. The 

ball is held between the first and second fingers of right 

hand, as shown in Fig. 1, the palm being turned towards 

the audience. The thumb of left hand now passes 

between the outstretched second and third fingers of 

the right hand, and behind the ball, for the purpose of

allowing fingers to close round it (Fig. 2). A complete 

turn is next given to body to bring right side to audience, 

under cover of which the ball is allowed to fall into 

right hand, in which it is straightway palmed. The 

closed left hand is elevated, and audience led to believe 

by the direction of performer’s eyes that the ball is in 

the closed fist.

Of course, the sphere may be reproduced in any 

manner the performer chooses.

Multiplying Ball Trick The Billiard Ba.ll that Diminishes

Fig -2,

The Secret a f success ties m the. manipulation of 

the. She// and ha// as shown in the d/a^ranx.. Practice* 

the movement shown duel the rest/s easy 7he she/t fs 

tte/d full paemy cuscficncc , tty droppiny the. Pinyer 

behmcl if (Fiif.l) the solid bed! can be rolled out riyhtup 

between the dime! 'pmyers thus proctucmy flee balls.

In /sertommy First produce tie one ball (and shel/J hu j/eiyht 

cf hand.,or secretly. Hew roll out Solid ball and. shew KrofFiyl) 

While show my ttiese yet emo/her bat/ Fromit?cd<eh{unseen) and. 

in the. act of remownyFbad prom /*£■&’'* pc F-3'd fmyers 

dtp Ho 7X mto the she// Flow roll t/ns out as before ma/emy if) bedh 

Secure the tosh ball and repeoj move, first movtncj fire varus ba/t 

between /yd-rf-"' pir.yeu /earmy Ht-Zr"< ofsen ayam.

Patter

Let me introduce to you the latest society craze 

entitled “ Aerial Billiards.” The idea of the game is to 

create as many balls as possible from the empty hands. 

This is quite a simple matter. Just imagine I have an 

opponent here on my left hand. I make the first move, 

and secure one point inasmuch as you see I have 

created one ball. Of course, you must look pretty 

sharp, or your opponent may catch you up. When I 

want to secure another point, 1 simply wave my hand 

like this, and there is No. 2. To secure another point, 

I simply go like this and here we have three balls—the 

sign of my ancestors. I see 1 am fortunate in possess

ing five fingers, so 1 will make one more for luck, and 

here it is. I trust you all will be able to play this game 

for yourselves, and find it as interesting as I do.

r tc, . f.

The solid bat and Hu tuso sheds are he/d nested 

as shown, m Fy !. The /aryesFshed ,s Shown, 

full Face F audience, and appear* to be a solid 

ball . Hass mg let! hand be fire Has shell. He

ta,rF * ■■ . Ht. smaller shed

JJP?Ut' ???', - thus performer

dwfss first shed mto hu hocjreF The'move rs

"0“. refuted, bo produce He esmad solid ba/t.

/yhdf per former rafs sobd
bad to prove lb genuine, and bhen bya. _ _

pcdmmcj s/e.-yht Complelely vanishes lb. '

Patter

Most Conjurors at the conclusion of their per

formance with Billiard Balls, vanish the last ball 

altogether, and give their audience no chance of seeing 

how the sphere disappears. I propose taking the last 

one, and actually showing you the method of dema- 

terialisation. The component parts of the ball are 

merely squeezed until it assumes proportions quite 

Liliputian. Let tne demonstrate the idea. I just 

squeeze the ball like this, and now you see we have 

reduced it to far more manageable proportions. An

other squeeze, and you see ball little larger than a 

marble. To vanish it entirely, 1 squeeze very hard like 

this, and now you observe it is non est, and that’s an 

honest way of disappearing billiard balls.
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The “ Perfect ” Diminishing Cards

/n COmtiwnctnq performance fire fullS/Jo J&t 

of cards are shown coith th& half set f/efd 

behind as m He. 1 Oonnj ft> Hie peculiar 

hattern of Hie backs Ike cards can be shown 

both sides ivithout fhe aaohence defecting He 

Second set The next more, a to pass riqht hard 

before die full Jet dose them and palm them 

off thus revealing the. hatf Set 7f accentuate

die fact Ha/ the Cards have reduced in S/pe 

p/ch u,p a cavd from. the foose ones laying on 

the table THu is tfie opportunity fo drop the full 

hutmed set cxrttona the foose Cards and ths 

d'nqle Card U held against the half Jet tty 2 
shops the special pocket attached fo Houser teo. 

HuJ d is adu/sa.h/e fo • hrocure, for holding the three 

Srha.H Sets moves non!

advisable to procure, /hr holdiha 

_ _ _ _  „„j /h'<', /t" 1 tPt The mo

are fo procure one of the small setsr Substitute it 

for ‘and pa/m off the Set m the /eft/land ,an 

drop d,s tatter set m tad pocket Mhi/e obtaining - 

the next emu// set The /out fib*set rs vanished

by hiding
d between 2 '"'V 3rt< fmqers see fry 3.

Pattkr

Many people are perplexed by the way in which 

conjurors produce and vanish cards at the tips of their 

fingers, and are inclined to credit the Magician with far 

more skill than a human being could ever hope to 

acquire. Although 1 fully realise that it is distinctly 

unprofessional to give away such a valuable secret, I 

feel it incumbent upon me to enlighten the human race 

as to the true state of affairs, and this evening will take 

you all into my confidence as I know you will treat the 

matter quite confidentially, and not let it go any further. 

As a matter of fact the cards used are very good ones— 

they cost me sixpence a pack—and have a lot of india- 

rubber in their manufacture. This quality enables me 

to compress the cards and so reduce them to more 

manageable proportions. Extreme pressure on my 

part will reduce them so small that they will be invisible 

to the naked eye. I perceive you take my statement as 

a jest. I assure you, however, that 1 am in earnest 

and will proceed to demonstrate the truth of my asser

tion. See! Here are a number of ordinary cards. 

These I squeeze in this manner and we now find they 

are diminished to one half their original size. Observe, 

please, the difference between these and the original. 

I shall, however, make the cards still smaller by apply

ing further pressure, and here you sec wc have them 

reduced to one quarter the full size. 1 beg pardon, 

Madam? You want them still smaller? Very well, 1 

will try, although it will require a great muscular effort

BALL TRICKS

on my part. See! 1 just squeeze them again, and now

they are a little larger than a postage stamp. Really, 

Madam, I think you are just a little over-reaching. 

The lady wants to see them still further reduced. Very 

well, I’ll try. I would do anything for the ladies. .Here 

they are so small that you can scarcely see them. I 

beg pardon ? The lady wants to see them still smaller. 

Very well, I’ll try. Hullo! They’ve gone altogether, 

and, believe me, it’s the very smallest 1 can show.

The “ Perfect ” Wandering Card Trick

7fte frtek Cards t are Zfiree /a number, /j ear/s # c/uto, 

tut dta t nerds -each, fiat/my /be same, number 0/ fn/ts 

~77ieje Cards are * /rich c/ior/er /ban ordinary Cards 

Aay ou,/ t/tese. carets as tn bvc. / d & <* C dmf//t art, 

€yuira/-en/ Sftade cardf /bird from, your rty/t/ ///ter 

ddo but Hep a/fohZ/on fo /be Cants Tetriy /our 0/ ex /CtrtdC 

/urn //tem /ace- doom a not corer cache cvi/f*. //tree. 

Cards from, /be- fack ■ comm enemy /rem you r ropti/• jj, 

/Iout y ^ op y tt. /y-0^ fry 0/‘you A owe ready \ 

//tree o/uftico/es pf /-bee ex/tosed /learfe, c/u/s f t edanasr^ - 

/Ordinary cardsJ. 'best cards /Aenpfvre ,/a// on /oft 0/ l

/be sfade card and, unknown, /ip audience f make a 1

Com/f/e/e four 0/ aktrut /lout ye/ a, j/ec/a/or /o oe/eef t

//ns Sef by de fv//o corny me /bod 0/ er/mima/ton, /7s/ for { 

JcZ-edun. of /be /eff or rtyk/ futo // // ifb are cbosen ( 

f/tek fbetti, ufo' and say " /ben / utt// /route deoe /do ftea/s j 

on /be /able / e C and /be sf?ade . /f ke /ef/ A a rob (

/luo are cbosen Jcuy o f *ff -t 3 ’ "These are no/ required so 5

/bey can eye bacn rn, /tack. ffe/oea/ yues/tens an Zb, J 

C, and /be sfade hack. of coarje. f/n<x.//y /eaid/ny /be oft ode ( 

fack on, /be /aA/e- as /be f/ncJ je/ec/on, //out rtff/e. your 

pack /fC-d /b sbout, /ba/'/bree5 are no/ Zb ere utkteb. you can a* 

ds /be, oborb cards utif/ no/ r/ff/e, T/ten. Turn over /be /a. b/e/otc/c<f cohc/ua5

Patter

For the purpose of my next trick, I shall use four of i 

a kind say the “threes” (the cards to be used are t 

those you have prepared), and these I shall place face 1 

upwards on the table. Now let me assure you before » 

we proceed that there are no duplicates in the pack. ^ 

“ So far so good,” as the boy said as he finished the c 

thirtieth sandwich. On each of these I shall place j 

three ordinary cards in this manner. Now I think you’ll 2 

agree that so far there has been no chance of my de- > 

ceiving you even if I were so disposed. It is necessary 

now that you select one of these heaps (patter here 

must be governed by circumstances). Keep your 

hand on the heap you have chosen. We’ll call that 

heap “Uriah”—I say that slowly in case you think I 

am insulting you. The three discarded packets I return 

to pack, and shuffle same in this manner. Now you 

fondly imagine that I have the three “threes” in this 1 

pack. As a matter of fact it’s all a delusion ; the pack 

as you see (ripple edges) contains no threes for the , 

simple reason that the heap you have selected contains 

the complete set.
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The “ Perfect ” Rising Card Trick

Prepare a length of thread. noth. a /top atone 

Cnd anti a. khof, with. a. pud. of wax. at the 

Other end The loop fits oner the second fatten 

of Hi e. waistcoat . awl the Wax is pressed on 

to the, bottom button ~Ih» thread tango down awl 

/S inrisibte Haring forced, three cards gat them 

fo Hu back of Hu- pack. and white /tie gob/e/ is 

being examined, yet Wax pad on. io fight thumbnail 

ty/eu placing poop in oob/et Press kfax had.

On to tower''part of ha/tr card (ft6 ZJ 7o make 

Card rise it is on/y necessary /o s/ra/ghten •— 

thread bu monkg arm forward or Sidy bac/r 

ds m Fta 3. nemot/e first card, and scrape off 

K/aX onto /hwtub nait again- ft and card out 

for inspection, and take back Out ot a/ass to 

Show no Connection fills is the chance 'to press urax 
on to second card Repeat mores a/so with Hurd card.

PATTER

I always do this trick when performing before 

a high-class audience. Most conjurors keep their 

best tricks to finish their Entertainment. I don’t 

—all my tricks are good; of course, if one judges 

by the applause here, I must be clever ! It is a great 

mistake to talk when performing. 1 never do! This 

trick is known as the obedient cards. To do a card 

trick properly one must have a pack of cards. Of 

course, it’s not absolutely necessary to have cards, but 

if you don't have them it’s not a card trick. Perhaps I 

can induce three of the more bold among you to each 

select a card from the pack. Will you, Sir, take one. 

No ! don’t take two, that’s greedy. Madam, will you 

oblige me by selecting one of these cards from the 

middle. That’s the middle in the centre, there. Thank 

you ! Perhaps I can persuade you also to take a card 

from the pack, Sir, and make quite sure you will know it 

again when you see it. Kindly replace it in the middle. 

Thank you 1 I’ll trouble you, Madam, to lose your card 

in the pack. Many thanks 1 Now for the last card (not 

the Lost Chord). Will you kindly replace it in the 

middle of the pack, Sir? Thanks! The three cards 

now being returned, I’ll ask a lady to shuffle the pack. 

Will you, Madam? I take it you have shuffled the 

cards to your entire satisfaction. 1 shall now place the 

pack fairly into this clear glass tumbler, and hold same 

at arm's length. Now when 1 command, your card Sir, 

will rise from the pack, without any human aid. Watch !

The Editor thanks the following 

contributors:—
.

PERCY PELLEW 

CLIFFORD THOMPSON and

STANLEY COLLINS.

Cards to Bouquet Trick

Prepare /or /he Pr/ctc by fhreadmey /he. 

Spring bouquet under -the hand on the 

pack cardf ecs s/iooon in /he i//usfrafion.

Shew /he face of Hue Cards Panned out 

faking eucre. thaf /he p/ouiers a.re not seen 

p/s you. ctoce fan pm// away *?ptnng 

/Powers urtttch utiH Open ou/\ and enftre/y 

Conceat /he cards.

Patter

Having finished my card experiments, I will as a 

last effort introduce a little trick which I dedicate with 

very kind regards solely to the ladies. Here in my 

hands 1 have a number (or even more) of ordinary cards. 

Let us count them to see if they are all here. I shall 

now cover them for a few moments with one or other of 

my hands or both, and instantly we have a large 

bouquet which I shall be pleased to hand to one of the 

ladies—next time I come.

The Dissolving Ball in Wineglass

IMPROVED METHOD

Ftc /.

The hi mb ter staneCs be. fore tAc. ouit/nice. u'iii\ 

fhe cfl<4$s be// betunct /t , unseen. TaUe u/? //& 

bull (/proved so/tc/J Cirut c/ro/y it /n/u tAe to rubier 

p/ace. a harvtforch/ef over a//, /nciud/n^ q/aus 

fci/fe . FtcJ. Pcuj hx/fe up ha met/AercA ief m/i/A 

hhe cj/Zass Fa/re u/iU shout uudtekice bai/ /j ch/l 

/here fp&cover Titn+bfer, c/rofifuvia fake r/yti/ 

c/ou/n on to bed! Futee cjrifis if a. it a«U ujhen 

/lane/. (CercAtef /s ckc^anA removed, brtnjp ball aidtcuv 
tvi/hth (F/cjr Hoi4 hattc/ixerchie/ ever ex net

Scrian/e anfl drop take and bat/, 7hmbter 

has already been seen empty . and tie. adder due, f 

Can now be shaken oatand. shown, empty.
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Patter

Having shown you how I make Balls multiply, 

appear anti disappear, 1 want to show you a very extra

ordinary trick with this last one. Here is an ordinary 

tumbler made of clear glass. I like tricks with tumblers 

because one can put so much Spirit into them. May I 

borrow a handkerchief from a gentleman for a few 

seconds 1 Many thanks, Sir 1 Now watch me carefully. 

If I drop the ball into the tumbler in this manner, I 

think you will agree if you give the matter a few 

moment’s reflection, that it impossible for it to be sub

mitted to any sleight-of-hand manipulation on my part. 

I now cover the glass with the handkerchief, and will 

ask you to notice that the ball is still lying in its glass 

case. I shall now command the ball to disappear. 

Presto ! Go I Here is the glass as empty as a Suffra

gette’s speech, and you are at perfect liberty to examine 

it so long as you don’t try to bend it—that warps the 

glass. 1 return your handkerchief Sir, with very many 

thanks for the loan of it.

Twirling Card on Wa.nd

The groore. /n Hie ti/and /s not brought To 

!ht notice. of H\e ct-cjdrence. _ /f fhe u/anct is 

CtoOtn <p<A.(a fed bhavUy fitter hat/tna wared Hie
plate a. Hached /o (he bed! ftee/y *pa/meet until 

regtuved (v? Lise tlcut lagma c/d tori Hw «/and f 

Select emu Card./ and shout if bade and front* 

Hun to (ten fetching irand press plate of bet//

Cyj h bctcU cf carat u?h'ch 14/if/ adhere /d the. wax 

. ’Jhotvt'ncjt front of caret only. place 

Caret against face of e-rand allowing ball fo 
test m the uroore fft first the card appears /o 

adhere, to /he era net t then directly Uiand is filled 

Card Chy-s tenousfy fra ret along t re ro/t/ena, as fief 3. 

/li remce/e 11 y Card poif/71 off bad </■ S'hoeAt ucicA e)pCard.

Patter

■ Biddy age and everything seems infected

with the giddy spirit. This applies to the inanimate as 

well as to the animate. There are the Twirling 

Dervishes, the Tango Teas, the Turning Tides, and the 

Dancing Waves. Let me prove my assertion by exem

plifying it with so common an object as a playing card. 

Sec . I just lay it on the end of my Magic Wand and 

round after round it goes just like a Prudential Insu

rance Agent on Monday morning. As it revokes, so 

you will notice it runs from one end to the other 

increasing in velocity the while. In conclusion let me 

prove that this is quite an ordinary card and an equally 

ordinary wooden stick. J

The Aladdin Cylinder and Balls

T/a Z

The y/asr Cull***' v fire pared by f>/aer*f 

Hans parent bmna '"Ticte ofien end of ■

.uetteetee O-bpjeorj -o be a *This to Ihe audience appears

Ordinary etass tube . unprepared fitavmy Jbeun
bht balls and Hie empty Cardboard rube -f'op- 

the furrier info the cylinder t-e. into die

iirueiq Fake. . FlQ.I How Cover usrtk Hie. — 

Curt board chimney and ashen rtmov.y 

Hie h'ntny us jholsn yn Fiy.Z and bake .Camay 

tH,fh the Chimney, leaviny Hie (y/ass emppy.

/f Hie henna and bat/J are dropped >nto a. 

Servant Hie chimney can be jfioutn empty ayenn

Patter

This is merely a tube of glass on a small metal foot. 

I like doing tricks with glass as they are so easily 

seen through. In conjunction with the cylinder 1 make 

use of this empty cardboard tube, which is, as you see, 

open at both ends. By looking through one end you see 

the other; by looking through the other you see the 

one. The only difference between the glass and the 

cover is that whilst the former contains nothing this 

latter is empty. We will bring the two into somewhat 

closer relations, by dropping the cover over the tube, 

or putting the tube into the cover, as you prefer.

Here are half-a-dozen ordinary round balls, which 

just at this particular time, are very much more popular 

than square balls. This I will place visibly into (Per

former must arrange his own Patter here, to fit the 

apparatus used for vanishing). I now propose 

making the balls pass from here into the empty glass 

cylinder. Pass! It is done! Here you see the—-—- 

is empty, whilst in the glass tube wc find the missir 

balls.
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